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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation of a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based stereo depth
measurement system that is capable of handling a very large disparity range. The system performs rectification of the input
video stream and a left-right consistency check to improve the accuracy of the results and generates subpixel disparities
at 30 frames/second on

�������������
images. The system is based on the Local Weighted Phase-Correlation algorithm [9]

which estimates disparity using a multi-scale and multi-orientation approach. Though FPGAs are ideal devices to exploit
the inherent parallelism in many computer vision algorithms, they have a finite resource capacity which poses a challenge
when adapting a system to deal with large image sizes or disparity ranges. In this work, we take advantage of the temporal
information available in a video sequence to design a novel architecture for the correlation unit to achieve correlation over a
large range while keeping the resource utilisation very low as compared to a naive approach of designing a correlation unit
in hardware.

1. Introduction

Stereo disparity estimation is a prime application for embedded computer vision systems. Since stereo can provide depth
information, it has potential uses in navigation systems, robotics, object recognition and surveillance systems, just to name
a few. Due to the computational complexity of many stereo algorithms, a number of attempts have been made to implement
such systems using hardware [2, 11, 15, 20], including reconfigurable hardware in the form of FPGAs [7, 12, 21, 13, 19, 6]. In
related work, [1] implements Lucas & Kanade optic flow using FPGAs. Solutions based on reconfigurable hardware have the
desirable property of allowing the designer to take advantage of the parallelism inherent in many computer vision problems,
a good example of which is stereo disparity estimation.

While designing with FPGAs is faster than designing Application Specific ICs (ASICs), it suffers from the problem of
fixed resources. In an application based on a serial CPU or DSP, one can typically add memory or disk space to allow the
algorithm to handle a larger version of the same problem, for example larger image sizes or increased disparity ranges in the
case of stereo. System performance may suffer, but the new system still runs. In the case of FPGA-based systems, there is a
finite amount of logic available, and when this is exhausted the only solution is to add another device or modify the algorithm.
Not only is this costly from the design point of view, but may also involve the additional design issue of how to partition the
logic across several devices.

In this paper we present the development of a versatile real-time stereo-vision platform. The system is an improvement
of an earlier one [6] and addresses specific limitations of the previous system; capability to handle very large disparities,
improving the accuracy of the system by pre-processing (input image rectification) and post-processing (consistency check),
and finally the ability to handle larger images. The highlight of the work is the development of a novel architecture for the
Phase Correlation Unit that can handle the correspondence task for scenes with very large disparities, but without increased
resource usage on the FPGA, as compared to [6] which is capable of handling a disparity of only 20 pixels. The key to
achieving large disparity correspondence matches is the use of a shiftable correlation window, the Primary Tracking Window
(PTW), that tracks the disparity estimate for each pixel over time, as well as a secondary roving correlation window, (SRW),
that explores the correlation surface outside the range of the tracking window in order to detect new matches when the
tracking window is centred on an incorrect match. The basic assumption is that, in most cases, disparity values do not change
radically between frames, thus allowing some of the computation to be spread over time.

In Section 2, we briefly outline the technology used in this work and the platform used for the system development.
In Section 3, we cover the theoretical basis of the phase-based stereo algorithm and then describe the architecture and
implementation of the system. A detailed discussion of the development of the novel architecture for the correlation unit
and its versatility is presented in Section 4.
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1.1. Previous Work

A variety of reconfigurable stereo machines have been reported [19, 13, 21, 7, 12]. The PARTS reconfigurable computer [19]
consists of a

�	�
�
array of mesh-connected FPGAs with a maximum total number of about 35,000 4-input LUTs. A stereo

system was developed on PARTS hardware using the census transform, which mainly consists of bit-wise comparisons and
additions [21]. Kanade et al.[13] describe a hybrid system using C40 digital signal processors together with programmable
logic devices (PLDs, similar to FPGAs) mounted on boards in a VME-bus backplane. The system, which the authors do not
claim to be reconfigurable, implements a sum-of-absolute-differences along predetermined epipolar geometry to generate
5-bit disparity estimates at frame-rate. In Faugeras et al.[7], a

�����
matrix of small FPGAs is used to perform the cross-

correlation of two �� ��� �� � images in 140 ms. In Hou et al.[12], a combination of FPGA and Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs) is used to perform edge-based stereo vision. Their approach uses FPGAs to perform low level tasks like edge detection
and uses DSPs for higher level integration tasks. In [6] a development system based on four Xilinx XCV2000E devices is used
to implement a dense, multi-scale, multi-orientation, phase-correlation based stereo system that runs at 30 frames/second
(fps). It is worth noting that not all previous hardware approaches have been based on reconfigurable devices. In [14], a
DSP-based stereo system performing rectification and area correlation, called the SRI Small Vision Module, is described.
ASIC-based designs are reported in [17, 2] and in [20] commodity graphics hardware is used.

2. Reconfigurable Computing Platform

2.1. Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

An FPGA is an array of logic gates whose behaviour can be programmed by the end-user to perform a wide variety of
logical functions, and which can be electrically and quickly reconfigured as requirements change. FPGAs generally consist of
four major components: 1) Logic blocks/elements (LB/LE); 2) I/O blocks; 3) Logic interconnect; and 4) dedicated hardware
circuitry. The logic blocks of an FPGA can be configured to implement basic combinatorial logic (AND, OR, NOR, etc.gates)
or more complex sequential logic functions such as a microprocessor. The logic interconnect in an FPGA consists of wire
segments of varying lengths which can be interconnected via electrically programmable switches which allows for flexible
connections between logic elements and I/O pins.

Most modern FPGAs also have various dedicated circuitry in addition to the programmable logic. These come in the form
of high-speed and high-bandwidth embedded memory, dedicated DSP blocks, Phase-Locked Loops (PLLs) for generating
multiple clocks, and even general purpose processors. The FPGA we are using in our system, the Altera Stratix S80, comes
with three different memory block sizes; 512 bits, 4 Kbits, and 512 Kbits for a maximum of 7 Mbits of embedded memory
and 22 DSP blocks consisting of multipliers, adders, subtractors, accumulators, and pipeline registers. Figure 1 (a) shows the
layout of the Altera Stratix S80 chip [3].

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a)Architecture of Altera Stratix FPGA [3]. (b) ANONYMOUS SYSTEM NAMEreconfigurable computing board [8]



2.2. ANONYMOUS SYSTEM NAMEReconfigurable Platform

The X[8] is a general purpose reconfigurable prototyping system containing four Altera Stratix S80 FPGAs. The board has
specific features to support image processing and computational vision algorithms; these include dual-channel NTSC and
FireWire camera interfaces, video encoder/decoder chip, and 2GB of DDR RAM connected to each FPGA. Each FPGA is
also connected to the other three FPGAs through point-to-point buses and a PCI interface is provided to communicate with
the board over a network. This can be used to send control signals or for debugging. The board is shown in Figure 1 (b).

3. Large Disparity Stereo-System Development

The system implemented in this work is based on the “Local Weighted Phase Correlation” (LWPC) algorithm [9], which
estimates disparity at a set of pre-shifts using a multi-scale, multi-orientation approach. A version of this algorithm was
implemented in [6] but the system is limited to handling a maximum disparity of 20 pixels due to resource limitations on the
FPGA. In the current implementation, we use two shiftable windows in the correlation unit to increase the disparity range
of the system to 128 pixels (theoretically, the system can be implemented to handle a disparity range as large as the image
width) without an increase in resource usage. There is a trade-off between the maximum disparity the system can handle and
the time to initialise the system in the case of large disparities or recover from a mismatch, typically in the range of few tens
of milliseconds.

3.1. Temporal Local-Weighted Phase Correlation

Based on the assumption that at video-rate (30 fps) the disparity of a given pixel will not change drastically from one frame
the next, we use temporal information by performing localised correlation using a window centred on the disparity a pixel is
expected to have at the current frame. This is discussed further in Section 4 where we describe the architecture of the Phase
Correlation Unit. Disparity calculations are performed at three scales( ������ � ) and in three orientations ( � � ��� , � � , � � ��� ),
the results of which are summed across scale and orientation. The expected interval between false peaks is approximately
the wavelength of the filters applied at each scale. Thus the false peaks at different scales occur at different disparities and
summation over the scales yields a prominent peak only at the true disparity [9]. as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. LWPC tends to cancel erroneous matches across scales, leaving only the true match after voting.

The LWPC algorithm, reflecting the incorporation of the temporal information, is as follows:

1. Create a Gaussian pyramid with total number of scales � for both left and right images. Apply spatially-oriented
quadrature-pair filters [10] to each scale of the pyramid. If ������� � is the filter impulse response of the ! th orientation,
then we can write the complex-valued output of the convolution of �"���#� � with each scale of the left and right images,$&% ��� � and

$(' ��� � , as ) % ��� �+*-, % �#� �/.1032547698;:<*-� � ��� �>= $&% ��� � and) ' ��� �+*-, ' �#�?�@. 0321A;638B: *C�D����� �E= $ ' �#�?�



in polar representation, where ,?�#�?�
*GF ) ��� �HF is the amplitude and IJ�#� ��*LK�MONQP ) ��� �SR is the phase of the complex
response.

2. For each scale and orientation, compute local voting functions TU�OV W5���E�OXY� in a window centred at X1Z as

T ��V W �#�>�/XY�[* \ �#�?�>=]P ) % �#�?� )_^' ���D�`XY�aRb \ �#� �>=]F ) % �#� �BF c b \ �#� �J=]F ) ' �#�?�HF c � (1)

where
\ ��� � is a smoothing, localized window and X Z is the pre-shift of the right filter output centred at the disparity of

the pixel from the previous frame.
3. Combine the voting functions T+�OV Wd�#�E�OXY� over all orientations, �feg!
eih , and scales, �fekjfel� , where h is the total

number of orientations, to get the cumulative voting function

m �#�E�OXY�[*kn �OV W To��V W5�#�>�/XY�qp
4. For each image position � , find the X value corresponding to the peak in the real part of

m �#�>�/XY� as an estimate for the
true disparity.

In addition, pre-processing (image rectification) and post-processing (left-right / right-left validation check) stages are also
implemented to increase the accuracy of the system.

3.2. System Architecture

The high level architecture of the complete system is shown in Figure 3. It consists of six major units: Video Interface unit,
Image Rectification unit, Scale-Orientation Decomposition unit, Phase-Correlation unit, Interpolation and Peak Detection
unit, and Consistency Check unit.
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Fig. 3. High-level architecture of the stereo system



The Video Interface Unit is capable of receiving video signals from either NTSC or FireWire cameras at 30 fps and an
image size of

�����r���d���
. In addition to the pixel values, the Video Interface Unit outputs “new line” and “new frame”signals.

The data is sent to the Image Rectification Unit as it arrives without any buffering. This unit runs on the same clock as the
camera, camera clock, which can be different and asynchronous to the system clock which clocks the rest of the modules in
the system.

The Image Rectification Unit (Figure 4) treats the left input as the reference image and rectifies the right input using
bilinear interpolation [18]. A stereo-setup with a worst-case vertical misalignment of 32 scanlines between the left and right
image is assumed, which requires buffering of 64 scanlines of both the left and right image. A synchroniser circuit is designed
to handle glitch-free transfer of data between the Video Interface Unit and the Image Rectification Unit which run on two
separate asynchronous clocks.

The warping operation for image rectification is approximated using the following bicubic polynomial:

� s>*-tvu[�wt�xy�D�wt c(z �wt|{H� c �wt�}B� z �wt|~ z c��t|�&� { �wtv�B� c z �wt|�H� z c �wt|� z {
z s *]�&u[�w�Hx&�D��� c(z �w�&{H� c ���y}B� z ���&~ z c���(�&� { ���&�H� c z ���&�(� z c �w�&� z { � (2)

where the t 0 and � 0 coefficients are computed by offline calibration.
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Fig. 4. Architecture of Image Rectification Unit.

The Image Buffer stores the incoming pixels and the Controller keeps track of the latest source line that arrives into the
buffer. If all the lines required for the next output line are available, the Controller generates the output indices for the line.
The Address Generator then computes the source address for the four neighbouring pixels required for bilinear interpolation.
The integer part of the source address is used to read out the required pixels from the buffer. The fractional part of the source
address is used for bilinear interpolation. A 1-bit flag is defined for each rectified pixel to indicate whether it is a valid pixel or
not. This is used to avoid correlating with invalid pixels, pixels which do not have a corresponding match in the other image,
during the phase-correlation stage.

The Scale-Orientation Decomposition Unit first builds a three-level Gaussian Pyramid by passing the the incoming right
and left images through low-pass filters and sub-sampling. The pyramids are then decomposed into three orientations (-45 � ,
0 � , +45 � ) using G2/H2 steerable filters. G2/H2 filtering is implemented using a set of seven basis filters. By choosing a set
of proper coefficients for the linear combination of the basis filters, filters of any arbitrary orientation can be synthesised.
Since G2/H2 filters are X-Y separable, they require considerably less hardware resources than non-separable filters. The
filter output is reduced to a 16-bit representation which is then sent to the Phase-Correlation unit.

The Phase-Correlation Unit computes the real part of the voting function T �OV W ���E�/XY� as mentioned in Eq. 1 for all �"ej_e-� , �_e�!	eCh , �f� 03� egX
eC�f�q� 8 , where � is the total number of scales, h is the total number of orientations, and �
is the disparity range of the correlation window. The correlation window is nine pixels wide for scale 1, five pixels wide for
scale 2, and three pixels wide for scale 4.

The Interpolation/Peak-Detection Unit interpolates the voting function results, T ��V c �#�>�/XY� and T �OV } �#�E�OXY� , from the two
coarser scales, in both � and X domains such that they can be combined with the results from the finest scale, T �OV x ���E�OXY� .



Quadrature interpolation is performed in the X domain and constant interpolation in the x domain. The interpolated voting
functions are then combined across the scales and orientations to produce overall voting function Tf���E�OXY� . The peak in the
voting function is then detected for each pixel as the maximum value of Tf�#�>�/XY� .

The Consistency Check Unit receives the estimated disparity results from both left-right and right-left correlations and
performs a validity check on the results. The disparity value is accepted as valid if the results from the two correlation
windows do not differ by more than one pixel. The checked disparity values are then sent back to the video interface unit to
be displayed on a monitor or otherwise made available as output. The invalid values are a assigned special flag for display
purposes.

4. A Flexible Correlation Unit

The input to most vision algorithm is from single or multiple cameras that stream images at a rate of up to 30 fps. At this
rate, a large amount of temporal coherence is expected in most real-life image sequences. This temporal coherence contains
the information that allows us to restrict the correlation search to a limited area at a particular time frame by modeling
and predicting the movement of pixels in an image. The correlation window can shift accordingly along the epipolar line
(which for the case of rectified images is the same as scanlines) and perform localised correlation rather than performing
a blind search over a much larger range, much of which has a very low probability of having the match of interest. This is
implemented as the Primary Tracking Window (PTW) (see Figure 5). The tracking algorithm is currently a very simple one;
the window is centred at the estimated disparity from the previous frame for a given pixel.
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Fig. 5. PTW is correctly tracking the peak in the confidence measure in (a). In (b), PTW has lost track of the peak, but SRW has picked it
up. PTW will latch on to this estimate at the next frame.

When propagating disparity estimates between frames, it is necessary to consider that such algorithms suffer from the
risk of getting stuck in a local minima (wrong matches) [5], especially during the initial frames. We have employed an
initialisation stage to obtain an accurate disparity map. In [4] it is claimed that a coarse-to-fine strategy is preferred over
an initialization stage that uses a window to incrementally search over a wider range, but from our experiments on real
image sequences we have found that a secondary correlation window that performs disparity calculations at regularly spaced
intervals in successive frames, similar to the initialisation stage employed in [5], gives good results. This is implemented as
the Secondary Roving Window (SRW)(see Figure 5. An initialisation window is preferred over a static coarse-to-fine strategy
because the hardware of this correlation window is an exact replica of the PTW. Another advantage of this correlation window
is its ability to aid in recovery from a mismatch after the initialisation stage. In situations where a new object enters the scene,
or a region becoming dis-occluded, the SRW will pick up this new information, typically within a few frames, and provide a
disparity estimate with higher confidence value than the PTW, which can then latch on to this new estimate.
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Fig. 6. (a)Correlation unit with fixed window. (b) Modified correlation unit with two shiftable windows.

The previous correlation architecture (Figure 6 (a)) performs correlation,
\ �#�?��=�P ) % ��� � ) ^' ���Q�
XY�aR , uses a fixed window

by supplying one input of the unit with a new pixel value every cycle and delaying the second input by 1 to D cycles for
each of the D correlation values respectively. In this architecture, the resource usage is linearly proportional to the maximum
disparity that the correlation unit can support, which makes it prohibitive to use in scenarios with large disparities. In the
modified architecture (Figure 6 (b)), one of the incoming data streams is stored in partial line buffers. The size of these
buffers correspond to the maximum allowable distance that the correlation windows need to be shifted. Once all the required
pixels for the next correlation operation are available in the buffer, the controller generates an address to read out the required
pixel for the current correlation window. The two windows can perform correlation independently of each other in separate
locations or can be strung together if a larger window in a single location is needed. To minimize the resource usage on the
FPGA, the partial line buffers are implemented using true dual-port memories so that two pixel values can be independently
read from the buffer each cycle, one for each of the correlation windows.

Both the correlation windows are configured to be 9 pixels wide. The SRW centres at a disparity of 10 for the first frame,
and shifts in increments of � , the correlation window length, for the successive frames until it reaches a disparity value of
128 or some user-specified maximum. At the next frame, the window centres at 0 disparity, after which it circles back to
being centred at 10 and the cycle continues. This means that the effective range of disparity that our system can handle is 128
pixels but this can easily be increased to accommodate larger disparity. There is a tradeoff between the time to recovery from
a mismatch and the maximum disparity that the system can handle. For a maximum disparity of 128 pixels with increments
of 10 pixels per frame for the SRW, the worst-case time to recovery is 233 milliseconds.

To better understand the workings of the modified correlation unit, we look at results from two real image sequences.
The first, MDR-1, is a scene with a static camera and a moving person, and has a maximum disparity of around 16 pixels.
The second, MDR-2, is a more complex scene with a moving person and a moving camera, and has a maximum disparity of
approximately 30 pixels.

Frame 2 of the MDR-1 sequence is shown in Figure 7 (a). The disparity map during the initialisation stage is shown in
(Figure 7 (c)) and the disparity map once the system has settled into the global minimum is shown in Figure 7 (d). For this
particular sequence the algorithm settles into the global minimum by the second frame. The disparity map from the fixed
correlation window of [6] is shown in Figure 7 (b) for comparison.

In Figure 8 we show the difference in recovery time for the cases when the secondary correlation window is shifted up to
a disparity of: i) 70 pixels and ii) 30 pixels. Figure 8 (a) shows frame 11 for case (i); the results start to deteriorate but are
completely recovered by frame 15, Figure 8 (b). For case (ii), the results deteriorate at frame 12, Figure 8 (c), and are already
recovered by frame 13, Figure 8 (d). In the MDR-1 sequence, we know that the maximum disparity is around 16 pixels and
in such cases where we have prior knowledge of the scene, the ability to select the maximum disparity parameter can yield
better results.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. In sequence MDR-1, we see that the proposed range-expansion algorithm (d) matches the original algorithm (b) by frame 2. The
first frame from the range-expansion algorithm is shown in (c).

Frame 11 Frame 15
(a) (b)

Frame 12 Frame 13
(c) (d)

Fig. 8. The recovery time for the system with a maximum secondary shift of 70 pixels is shown in (a) and (b). This can be reduced by using
a smaller maximum shift, e.g. 30 pixels as shown in (c) and (d). In the latter case, recovery occurs in one frame as opposed to four.
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Fig. 9. In sequence MDR-2, we see that the proposed range-expansion algorithm (c) performs significantly better than the original algorithm
(b). (d) The disparity map using a larger primary correlation window of 13 pixels is a slight improvement over (c).

The disparity maps from the MDR-2 sequence for frame 4 (Figure 9 (a)) are shown in Figure 9 (b) for the implementation
in [6] and Figure 9 (c) for our implementation. In [6], where the maximum disparity is limited to 20 pixels, the system cannot
handle this sequence whereas our system shows good results. Our results can be further improved using post-processing
algorithms given in the next section.

5. Performance and Possible Modifications

The stereo system presented in this paper performs multi-scale, multi-orientation depth extraction for disparities up to 128
pixels using roughly the same amount of hardware resources as the previous system that is capable of handling disparities of
only 20 pixels [6]. A dense disparity map is produced at the rate of 30 fps for an image size of 480 x 640 pixels. In terms
of the Points

�
Disparity per second metric measure, the system is capable of achieving a performance of over 330 million

PDS, which is considerably greater than the any of the others listed [19, 6].
A number of variations of the design can be achieved without having to make any changes to the correlation unit. Instead

of the simple tracking algorithm that we are currently using for the PTW, an algorithm based on a constant-velocity motion
model can be used to achieve better tracking. The velocity estimate can be obtained by taking the difference between dispari-
ties in the previous two frames, �d�o*-���S� c �f���S� x where, �d� is the predicted disparity velocity for the current frame. Similarly,
the location of the secondary window can be computed using a probabilistic likelihood estimate instead of the pre-determined
roving locations.

Other options include the possibility of concatenating the two correlation windows after the initialisation stage so as to
support greater movement of objects from one frame to the next. The decision of when to concatenate the windows and when
to use them individually in parallel can be made by a simple count of the number of invalid disparity estimates after the
validation check phase. This can be done for the whole image, region by region, or even for individual pixels. The issue of
boundary overreach in correlation based algorithms [16] can also be solved by simply shifting the correlation windows by� �U�d , where � is the length of the correlation window, so that the window does not cross over an object boundary. All of
these modifications require the implementation of a post-processing stage that generates the appropriate input parameters for
the correlation unit without having to make internal changes to the correlation unit itself.

The use of the correlation unit is not limited to a stereo-system. It can also be used in other systems such as object
recognition using template matching, for e.g., appearance models for object recognition. The two correlation windows can be
used independently to search different regions of an image thereby speeding up the search process or they can be combined
to support a larger template.

6. Summary and Conclusions

We have presented an FPGA-based real-time stereo system that is capable of handling very large disparities using limited
hardware resources. We achieve this by designing a novel architecture for the correlation unit and also suggest possible uses
of the correlation unit in variations of the stereo algorithm and even uses in different algorithms.
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